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Abstract

In this paper we present new topology management al-
gorithms used to self-organize the overlay of a peer-to-
peer network. The algorithms are Node Selection, Node
Removal, Overload Estimation and Overtaking algorithms.
The algorithms have been evaluated using a simple P2P
scenario using the P2PRealm network simulator. Based on
the simulation results, the algorithms produce an overlay
which is stable and has a short average distance between
nodes.

1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) technologies have received a lot of
publicity lately mainly because of Kazaa and other P2P file
sharing systems. Other resources, for example CPU time
and storage space, can also be shared in a P2P network.
Every peer i.e. a node in the P2P network may provide
resources to other nodes and consume the resources other
nodes are providing. This means that a node may serve
both as a server and a client. Therefore there is no need for
a central server which might become the bottleneck of the
network or which failure will paralyze the whole network.

The P2P network can be structured or unstructured. In
an unstructured network, like Gnutella and our network,
a node’s place in the network is not pre-defined. A node
may join the network by establishing a connection to an-
other node on the P2P network. A resource search is not
very efficient in that kind of a network but maintaining the
topology does not produce extra work.

The topology management algorithms affect the net-
work’s overlay topology by making the network more scal-
able and effective for resource discovery. Nodes want to
stay connected to the network and find resources efficiently
without using too much of their own capacity for being in
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the network. It is suitable for example that the nodes con-
necting with a modem are in the edge of the network and
the nodes capable of handling a lot of traffic are in the cen-
ter. With topology management algorithms the network can
also be kept from partitioning.

In our proposition a central point for the topology man-
agement algorithms is the goodness of a peer. A good
neighbor provides resources to the node. The node tries
to select neighbors so that those are the best nodes the node
knows. A decision is made based on the local information
the peer has about its neighbors and neighbors’ neighbors.

This paper is organized as follows. We present the re-
lated work in Section 2. The topology management algo-
rithms are described in Section 3. Test cases and the anal-
ysis of the test results are presented in Section 4 and the
paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Ramanathan et al [13] have developed an algorithm
where a peer moves closer to the peers which have pro-
vided search results. In the proposed method a peer keeps
track of the replies it receives for the sent queries. When
a peer finds a good peer, i.e. a peer which provides results
and has same high degree of similar interest, it creates a
new connection to that peer. This forms clusters with sim-
ilar interests. Advantages of the method are that it reduces
the number of messages, allocates resources efficiently and
scales well with respect to the number of peers.

Condie et al [5] have proposed a protocol for forming
adaptive P2P networks. It is based on the idea that a peer
should connect to the peers from which it is likely to down-
load satisfactory content in the future. The peers save local
trust values and connection trust values for each peer they
are interacted with and use those for estimating the likeli-
hood of a future successful download.

The two preceding methods take into account only the
sender of the reply message and a new connection is estab-
lished directly to that peer. In that case the peer might lose



good peers which appear on the route between the quering
peer and the peer providing a resource.

Pandurangan et al [12] have proposed a protocol for
forming P2P networks, without any global knowledge about
the network, guaranteeing that the distances of the nodes are
short. When using the protocol new nodes decide where to
connect and nodes make a decision when and how to re-
place the lost connections. They proved that by using the
protocol, the network has a constant degree and a logarith-
mic diameter. A central point of the protocol is a host server,
which makes the system more vulnerable to attacks and fail-
ures. The host server may also become a bottleneck of the
system because nodes search a new connection from it also
other times than just when joining the network.

Chawathe et al [3] have developed the distributed and
unstructured Gia P2P file sharing system. The goal of the
research was to develop the Gnutella-like system which
could handle a high query rate and which would work well
while the system grows. The purpose was to find the best
possible neighbors to a node i.e., the nodes which have a
lot of processing power or a large bandwidth, and they pro-
posed a topology adaptation algorithm achieving that.

Lv et al [10] have presented the algorithm that restricts
the flow of queries into each node so that they do not
become overloaded and dynamically evolves the overlay
topology so that queries flow towards the nodes that have
sufficient capacity to handle them.

There are two types of connections in the model of
Cooper and Garcia-Molina [6]: index and search links.
Nodes may select any node they want where to establish a
connection. The link types can be given probability values.
If a node becomes overloaded, it has to drop one connec-
tion.

These three methods are mainly focusing on traffic dis-
tribution. Chawathe’s et al purpose is to get the nodes
which have capacity to handle a great amount of traffic to
the center of the network. In Lv’s et al research, traffic is
distributed evenly and in the study of Cooper and Garcia-
Molina only the load the neighbor creates and the defined
amount of traffic affects to the dropping. The methods do
not take into account the amount of the resources the nodes
are providing or quering. The node may have a neighbor
which provides lots of resources to the node and with these
methods that kind of neighbor may easily drift many hops
away from the node. According to our definition a good
neighbor would be lost.

Iles and Deugo [8] have developed a flooding broadcast
meta-protocol which is capable of describing a wide range
of possible flooding broadcast network protocols. Each in-
stance of the meta-protocol is represented with two expres-
sions: CONN specifies the number of connections for the
peer to maintain and RANK is evaluated for each exist-
ing or potential connection. By using genetic programming

the automatic generation of new protocols from the meta-
protocol is provided.

Wouhaybi and Campbell [16] have developed a peer-
to-peer algorithm called Phenix which can construct low-
diameter resilient topologies. It creates a topology where
the degree of the distribution follows the power-law distri-
bution. In this case the goodness of the network is based
on the degree of the distribution. If the algorithm would
take into account also the resources provided by nodes, the
searching would be more effective.

3 Topology Management Algorithms

We have developed four algorithms for managing the
topology: Node Selection, Node Removal, Overload Esti-
mation and Overtaking. The algorithms use only local in-
formation the nodes have about their neighbors. The nodes
save information about active neighbors and in the history
information about other known nodes. The saved informa-
tion are the IP address and the port number of the neigh-
bor, the time when the neighbor has been requested and in-
formation whether the request succeeded or not. The node
saves also hit information about the neighbors. A hit value
tells how many resource replies the node has got from the
neighbor. In that case the neighbor has had the resource. A
relayed hit value is the amount of resource replies that the
neighbor’s neighbors have relayed to the node through this
neighbor.

3.1 Node Selection Algorithm

We suppose that the initial list of the neighbors can be
obtained manually by out-of-band methods or automatically
using advertisement systems [15] or centralized entry point
directories [7]. Node Selection Algorithm’s responsibility
is then to select among known nodes where to connect.

When the node joins the network again, it tries to estab-
lish connections to the neighbors it had before leaving the
network. In the best case it manages to establish the con-
nections to all the neighbors it had earlier. If the node does
not manage to establish any of those connections or it oth-
erwise needs a new neighbor, it searches the next one from
the history as shown in Algorithm 3.1. First it searches the
nodes which have hit values and tries to create a connection
to one of those. Because the node does not want to create a
connection to the same node it has just dropped, it searches
only the nodes which have not been requested in a given
time. If the node did not succeed in establishing a new con-
nection, it next searches nodes based only on the time of
the last request i.e the node has not tried to create a connec-
tion in a given time or at all (lacking requested information).
If the node still did not successfully create a connection, it
searches nodes without information for hit values or request
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time. If the node does not have neighbors, then the last way
to search a node is to try only those nodes in the history
which have hit values. Then the node may select again a
neighbor which it has just dropped.

Algorithm 3.1 (Node Selection Algorithm)
Input: Nodes his in the node’s history H = {h1, ..., hn},
time sets a limit for the time which older the previous con-
nection request must be and neighbors is the number of
node’s neighbors.
Output: Establishes a new connection
if !Connect(true, true, time, H) then do

if !Connect(false, true, time, H) then do
if !Connect(false, false, time, H) ∧ neighbors == 0

then do
Connect(true, false, time, H)

end if
end if

end if
The function Connect(hitsNeeded, timeNeeded, time, H)

tries to create a connection to the one node in the history’s
nodes which meet the criteria defined in the parameters. If
the value of the parameter hitsNeeded is true, then the func-
tion takes into account only those nodes which have hit val-
ues. If hitsNeeded is false, the function takes into account
those nodes which do not have hit values. If the value of the
parameter timeNeeded is true, then the function takes into
account only those nodes which has not been requested for
the period of the time defined in the parameter time. The
function returns true if a connection was established suc-
cesfully.

3.2 Node Removal Algorithm

When a node wants to remove a connection to a neigh-
bor, it selects the worst neighbor among the neighbors it
currently has. The worst neighbor has the smallest good-
ness value. The goodness is the sum of the neighbor’s hit
values and relayed hits.

3.3 Overload Estimation Algorithm

There is no predefined number for the connections the
node should maintain. Thus the connections are added and
dropped based on the amount of traffic going through the
node. The Overload Estimation Algorithm compares the
calculated traffic amount to the predefined traffic limit val-
ues. There are upper and lower traffic limits which set the
range where the traffic amount should be. The value of the
lower traffic limit is the fraction of the upper traffic limit de-
fined by the lower traffic limit percent. If the traffic amount
is less than the lower traffic limit, the node tries to add a new
connection using the Node Selection Algorithm described

in Section 3.1. If the traffic amount is more than the prede-
fined upper traffic limit, one connection is dropped by using
Node Removal Algorithm described in Section 3.2. At the
end, the algorithm resets the traffic amount by setting its
value to zero.

3.4 Overtaking Algorithm

The Overtaking Algorithm is used to optimize the topol-
ogy. The purpose of the algorithm is that the node moves
closer to the nodes which provide lots of replies to it by
overtaking the current neighbor. The node does not directly
connect to the resource providing node but only moves
closer step by step and that way makes sure that it does not
lose good nodes on the path.

The algorithm works such that when a reply message ar-
rives to the querier, it updates the hit value of the sender
and then adds its local information of the relayed hits of
the neighbor of the node where the node got the reply mes-
sage. Then if the neighbor’s hit value is bigger than 1, i.e
the node has got more than one message from the neigh-
bor, the node checks whether the neighbor has a neighbor
whose proportion of the neighbor’s goodness is more than
the defined overtaking percent. In that case it overtakes the
neighbor. For example if the overtaking percent is 60%, it
means that if there is the neighbors’s neighbor which has
forwarded over 60% of all the reply messages the node has
got from the connection, the node establishes a new con-
nection to that node and drops the connection to the current
neighbor.

Advantages of the algorithm are that the distances of the
nodes, which use others’ resources, are shorter than in ran-
domly connected networks. The algorithm creates a con-
nected network of clusters having those nodes close in the
center which provide lots of resources other nodes use [1].

Algorithm 3.2 (Overtaking Algorithm)
Input: The overtaking percent overtakingPercent, the
node’s neighbor c, c’s neighbors N = {n1, ..., nn} and c’s
hit value hitV alue.
Output: Node has overtaken a neighbor if some neighbor’s
neighbor is better for the node.
if hitV alue > 1 then do

biggest = overtakingPercent/100.0
bestNeighbor = null
sum = Hits(c) + RelayedHitsSum(c)
for i = 1 to | N | do

hitValue = RelayedHits(ni)
proportion = hitValue/sum
if proportion ≥ biggest then do

biggest = proportion
bestNeighbor = ni

end if
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end for
if bestNeighbor 6= null then do

if EstablishConnection(bestNeighbor) then do
DisconnectConnection(c)

end if
end if

end if
The function Hits(node) returns the node’s hit values, the

function RelayedHitsSum(node) returns the sum of the re-
layed hits of the node’s neighbors and the function Relayed-
Hits(node) returns the relayed hits of the node. The func-
tion EstablishConnection(node) returns true, if establishing
a connection succeeded. The method DisconnectConnec-
tion(node) removes the connection to the node.

The behavior of the algorithm with example values is il-
lustrated in the Figure 1. The node’s neighbor has the hit
value two and the relayed hits of neighbor’s neighbors are
19 and 7. The sum of all is 28 and the percentual propor-
tion of the neighbor’s hits is 7% and neighbor’s neighbors’
68% and 25%. If the overtaking percent is defined to be 80,
nothing is done. If it is 60, then the node tries to establish
a new connection to the neighbor’s neighbor node 3 and if
it succeeds the current connection to the neighbor node 2 is
dropped.

Figure 1. A situation before and after execut-
ing the overtaking algorithm.

4 Test Cases and Analysis

The algorithms were tested in the Peer-to-Peer Realm
(P2PRealm) [9] simulator, which we have developed in our
research project [4]. A testing environment consisted of 500
nodes and in the beginning the network was normally dis-
tributed with 997 links. The initial network was connected
and in general when the network is connected the initial net-
work does not have a large impact on the results. The ini-
tial network was randomly generated and we studied if the
network could be organized with our algorithms in a more
efficient, i.e. power law distributed, network.

Resources were set such that half of the nodes provided
15 resources per node and the other half provided 5 re-
sources. So there were two groups of the nodes: those
which provided lots of resources and those which provided
small amount of resources. In addition to that in the both
groups half of the nodes had 10 times bigger probability to

query a resource than other half. The resources were iden-
tified by numbers. The resources were not transferred after
the query and therefore the resource distribution was fixed
throughout the simulations.

65500 randomly generated queries were sent to the net-
work. The algorithms were tested with three different set of
queries. The starting topology was the same in every test
and the queries were sent in same order so the cases were
repeatable. The queries used a Breadth-First Search (BFS)
algorithm [11] without any TTL value so the resources were
always found if the network was connected.

In the test environment every node had the same traffic
limit values. The traffic amount was checked each time the
simulator sent 50 resource queries to the network. The unit
for the traffic limit values was also the number of resource
queries. The algorithms were tested with upper traffic limit
values from 100 to 600 at intervals of 25. The tests were
run with the lower traffic limit percents 20, 40 and 60 and
with the overtaking percent 80 and without the overtaking.
80% was selected as the overtaking percent because in the
earlier studies we found that with 80% the network attained
the balance [1]. The balance means that the network attains
the state where no more topology changes happens.

In the analysis we studied the neighbor distribution the
algorithms created, the hop numbers and the balance of the
network. The simulator saved three kind of information dur-
ing the tests. It saved information about the resource queries
the nodes sent. At the end of each test the simulator saved
the neighbor, traffic, resource reply message and resource
amounts from each node. The third statistics the simula-
tor saved was information about the amounts of topology
changes in the network.

4.1 Neighbor Distribution

Table 1 presents the neighbor distributions with the dif-
ferent lower traffic limit percents and with and without the
overtaking. With the lower traffic limit percent 20% and
without the overtaking the networks were normally dis-
tributed. When the overtaking was used with the small up-
per traffic limit values (100-200), the topologies were stars:
one node had over 440 neighbors in all the test cases until
the upper traffic limit reached 225. The neighbor distribu-
tions with the overtaking were power law distributed.

With the lower traffic limit percent at 40% and with-
out the overtaking the networks were again normally dis-
tributed. With the overtaking and the upper traffic limit 100
one node had over 400 neighbors in all the test cases so
the topologies were stars. The neighbor distributions were
power law distributed.

With the lower traffic limit percent at 60% without and
with the overtaking the networks were normally distributed.
In this case the interval, where the traffic should be, was
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Table 1. Neighbor distributions with different lower traffic limit percents with and without overtaking.

Lower traffic limit % 20% 40% 60%
Overtaking no 80% no 80% no 80%
Distribution normally power law normally power law normally normally

smaller and overtaking did not have the same effect as with
the smaller lower traffic limit percents because the amount
of connection establishments and droppings was increased.

4.2 Average Hops

Figure 2. Average hops with different lower
traffic limit percents with overtaking.

Figure 3. Average hops with different lower
traffic limit percents without overtaking.

Figures 2 and 3 contain the average hops of the resource
messages with the different upper traffic limit values and
lower traffic limit percents without and with the overtaking.
When using the overtaking and the lower traffic limit per-
cent at 20% the resources were found closer and the number
of hops was more than one less than without the overtaking
algorithm. When the lower traffic limit percent increased,
the difference between the hop values decreased. Because
every node had the same traffic limit, it had too big influ-
ence on the topology. When the lower traffic limit percent
increased, the interval, in which the traffic should be, be-
came smaller. So the amount of connection establishments

Figure 4. The amount of changes with lower
traffic limit percents and with different upper
traffic limit values and without overtaking.

Figure 5. The amount of changes with lower
traffic limit percents and with different upper
traffic limit values and with overtaking.

and droppings were also increased when the nodes were try-
ing to keep the traffic inside the limits and the overtaking did
not have a chance to affect the topology.

The overtaking percent parameter describes how much
better the neighbor’s neighbor has to be than other neigh-
bors so that the overtaking occurs. By defining a small over-
taking percent the nodes overtake easily and the topology
does not attain the balance. A high value forms a topology
with a balanced state. When the overtaking algorithm was
tested without any traffic limits, the generated network was
power law distributed which means that it is fault-tolerant
and the distances of the nodes in the network are short.

4.3 Network Balance

When using the lower traffic limit percents 20% and 40%
without the overtaking the networks attained the balance.
By 60% the networks gained the balance when the upper
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traffic limit value was more than 200.
When the overtaking was used and the lower traffic limit

percent was 20%, the networks were totally in balance until
the upper traffic limit value reached 225. After that there
were a few changes. With the lower traffic limit percent
at 40% the networks were balanced when the upper traffic
limit was 100 and again since the upper traffic limit value
was 400 or above. With the lower traffic limit percent at
60% after the upper traffic limit value 325 there were only
a few changes and the networks gained balance.

Figures 4 and 5 include the topology changes occured in
the tests. With the lower traffic limit percent at 20% and
without the overtaking the amount of the changes in the
networks was smallest. 40% gave also the small amount
of changes compared to 60% where the amount of changes
was much bigger. So the amount of changes increased with
the increasing lower traffic limit percent.

With the overtaking, the lower traffic limit percent at
60% created lots of changes with the upper traffic limit
value 100, i.e. the nodes in turn established and dropped
connections. The same effect was with the lower traffic
limit percent at 40% when the upper traffic limit was 125.
When the upper traffic limit was less than 275, there were
more overtakings with the lower traffic limit percents 40%
and 60% than with 20%, since that with 20% more over-
takings happened. Also with the upper traffic limit value
100-350 there were more removings with the lower traffic
limit percent 40% and after that with 20%. The amount of
the additions increased when the lower traffic limit percent
increased.

5 Conclusion

We presented four topology management algorithms
which use the goodness of the nodes when deciding on
where to connect or which neighbor should be dropped. We
studied the topology algorithms only with some parameters
and some values. The lower traffic limit percent 40% with
the overtaking and with the upper traffic limit values 350
or above were the best combinations. With those values
the amount of the changes in the network was small, the
topology got balanced, the neighbor distribution was power
law distributed and the number of the hops was the second
smallest.

Now we have started to study the topology construction
using neural networks like we have done with the Neu-
roSearch algorithm [14] for the resource discovery. In the
future it is thus easier to study the different combinations of
the input parameters about the topology and see if the pa-
rameter has some impact when deciding where to connect
or which neighbor should be dropped. In the future also
traffic limits for the nodes are set so that those represent
the distribution of the network bandwidths in the current

P2P networks. Later the algorithms can be deployed in the
Chedar P2P network [2].
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